Stored energy (fat) is important to reproductive efficiency and survival in circumstances of restricted access to food. Evolutionary pressures have likely favored enrichment of human genomes for alleles favoring energy ingestion, storage and conservation. The predicted consequences of this allelic selection would be what almost anyone who has lost weight knows: 'Weight loss is difficult, but it is even harder to keep it off ' . For those individuals successful at sustained weight loss, the 'price' is a lifetime of conscious effort to decrease energy intake and increase expenditure beyond the respective levels required in individuals who are 'naturally' at the same weight [1] .
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Conventional wisdom on this point is that 'behavioral' issues related to persistence of 'bad habits' that provoked weight gain in the first place, account for much or all of the overwhelmingly tendency towards weight regain. There is, however, a substantial body of evidence that there are strong biological forces -reflected in both energy expenditure and ingestive behaviors -that resist the maintenance of a reduced body weight [2] [3] [4] [5] . Thus, the difficulties in sustaining with reduction by obese or never-obese individuals are largely due to a physiology favoring weight maintenance that has been finely tuned over many millennia but that is no longer healthful in this environment rather than to psychological weakness indicating that someone is poorly tuned to their health.
We have examined responses to sustained weight loss of 10% or more while regulating such potentially confounding factors as diet composition, weight stability, and physical activity. Reduced weight maintenance in lean or obese individuals is associated with coordinate decreases in energy expenditure below those predicted by changes in body composition, and increases in neuronal activity encouraging energy intake above what is required to sustain that reduced weight. These changes are summarized below (table 1) [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The failure to reduce energy intake to match the decreased energy output following weight loss reflects decreased satiation and perception of how much food is eaten and multiple changes in neuronal signaling in response to food which conspire with the decline in energy output to regenerate body fat stores. Our 'model' for the molecular mechanics of this regulation is based on the concept of a neurally encoded 'threshold' for minimum body fat, below which the compensatory physiology of the weight-reduced human (or mouse) is invoked. The threshold is simply set 'higher' in the obese and determines the intensity of signaling required to register fully in these brain centers. Circulating leptin -by virtue of its proportionality to fat cell mass -is a critical signal in this context [2] [3] [4] [5] . The achievement of higher levels of adiposity, and their defense in the obese, constitutes -teleologically -the organism's mechanism for raising the signal(s) from leptin, and perhaps signals other molecules as well to 'sufficient' levels. Once this level is attained, a 'eumetabolic' state is achieved wherein energy intake and output tend to vary directly. In contrast, dynamic (weight loss) and static (reduced weight maintenance) therapeutic reductions of body fat are resisted as circulating signals become insufficient relative to this 'threshold' . 
